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Supervisor's review 

The main strength of the thesis lies in its comprehensive mapping of the links which connect 
Eliot's understanding of metaphysical poetry (as it evolved in the review of Grierson's anthology, the 
Clarke and Turnbull lectures) to the more widely conceived development of his literary-critical 
thought. The publication of the lectures is still a relatively recent event which has as yet found limited 
critical reflection, so Barbora Smejclova's work is pioneering in introducing the subject in the Czech 
context. 

Her analysis of the individual concepts defIning Eliot's critical stance and their relation to the 
critical discourse of the time is generally thorough and lucid. The attempt to systematize the evolution 
of Eliot's theories is mostly succesful, even though Eliot's formulations, often tentative and oblique, 
make such a task rather exacting. Mgr. Smejdova also manages to establish and maintain a coherent 
and intelligible terminology where the original texts often work with periphrastic and far-from
straightforward expressions (e.g. Williamson, pp. 40-41). However, at some points the correlation of 
the individual concepts used by Eliot leaves some doubts (e.g. the 17th century turn from ontology to 
psychology as related, in the thesis, to the concept of depersonalisation, p. 46). 

It is here that I fInd some unresolved issues that could be addressed in the defence: 
1) On p. 29, Mgr. Smejdova speaks of Eliot's concept of "diversion from ontology to psychology" 

and connects it with his comment on Donne's poetic practice which stresses the contemplation of 
an idea and the observation of its emotional infusion, "petting and teasing of one's mental 
offspring" (italics mine). On p. 46 she associates the "suffering man" with the ontological aspect, 
the "mind that creates" (both categories in the definition of depersonalisation) with the 
psychological aspect. Yet "poetry [ ... ] is not the expression of personality, but an escape from 
personality." (p. 10). - How could the categories of ontology and psychology, objective and 
subjective, personal and impersonal, in Eliot's understanding, be best related? 

2) Mgr. Smejdova confronts Eliot's statement in "The Metaphysical Poets" on "dissociation of 
sensibility" setting in after the metaphysical poets with his later reworking of the concept as 
"disintegration of intellect" (the lack of unity between emotion and thought) identifIed with "a 
progressive deterioration of poetry, in one respect or another, since the thirteenth century." Eliot's 
lectures pose a "metaphysical series" comprising Dante, Donne and Laforgue. At the same time, 
Eliot challenges the notion of Donne's medievalism and contrasts him, in this respect, with 
Lancelot Andrewes, whom he sees as "the more pure", having a "bond [ ... ] with the Church, with 
tradition". Andrewes also provides the inspiration for "Journey of the Magi." 
- Can we see a value judgment implied in the combination of these statements? A development in 
Eliot's evaluation of Donne as poet and source of inspiration perhaps? 

The complementary aspect of the thesis announced in the title - the reflection of Eliot's critical 
thought and his assessment of the poetry of John Donne in his own poetic practice - gets a more 
limited and selective treatment in the fourth chapter. This is partly due to the restrictions of space 
imposed by the format of a BA thesis, partly to time pressure which also shows in occasional minor 
lapses in language revision. However, Mgr. Smejdova is aware of the potential which she could not 
realize in the present thesis, as she shows in the conclusion, and it would be worth expanding the 
analysis outlined there in a future work. 
Conclusion: I recommend the thesis for defence with the preliminary mark VERY GOOD (velmi 
dobre) to EXCELLENT (rybome), inclining to the latter with respect to the complexity of the 
subject. 
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